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BIOGRAPHY

 

Livia Ferri is a songwriter. She uses voice and acoustic guitar to talk about her life and relations.

Her unmistakable sound, strongly evokes the Indie style with references to Folk, Rock and Soul Music.

She sings an plays her guitar, that's how all of her songs were born.

She is a great, powerful and emotional performer, definitely movingly, especially when she' s alone on the stage.

She was born in Rome in 1986; she graduated as a songwriter at Saint Louis College of Music in Rome (2011).

Her debut album, Taking Care, produced and presented in November 2012,

 

was realized by BUM!, ex BlackBackCalico Records, and M.I.L.K. 

Subsequent years were strongly busy of concerts and radio interviews.

Meantime 3 single/videoclips were produced: Hopefully, Cassius Clay and Pavlov.
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TITLE & CONCEPT

A path made by Walking is Livia's second album.

It represents the upcoming of a new life after two painful years described in Taking Care.

When you raise from dark days to follow an unknown, unexplored path, you end up discovering

that a written one does not exist.

Step by step, song by song, you reach a new self awareness.

This is the structure and meaning of A Path Made by Walking, title inspired

by a verse of Antonio Machado, which is the guideline to the entire album in its various aspects:

sound, artwork, distribution, communication.
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SOUND

Sonority and mood are warm, rough, dusty, intimate and emotional;

they follow the album's path: starting from dark and deep sounds, they open gradually to reach

spaciousness and safeness. 

Livia's voice and the sound of her acoustic handmade guitar are protagonists of the album.

The melodic line and the atmosphere are influenced by experimental experiences of Bjork and Feist,

coupled with Livia's warmness and blues rock style.

The album, mostly live recorded in a Tuscan country-house, has Alessandro de Berti as the artistic

director and Livia featuring other musicians such as Jack Jaselli and Mimes of Wine.
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ARTWORK

 

The artistic style chosen for the graphic representation of A Path Made by Walking

is the 1line technique.

All the album covers are made by the powerful one-line drawings by Matha Ter Horst: the eight

songs are visually represented by a

single and continuous stroke of pen that follows the album's path.

The artworks have been chosen also for the merchandising and the communication campaign of 

A Path Made by Walking.
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 DIGITAL DISTRIBUTION

A Path made by Walking is coming out since January 2015.

According to the album's concept, the songs will be released on digital channels

every 45 days,

building up a one-year path in order to keep alive the public interest.

The entire project will be promoted and anticipated by the live studio cover of Feist's song:

Comfort Me, in November 2014;

moreover, two of the eight songs will be enriched by a videoclip.
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Nov 2014 

Gen 2015

Feb 2015

Apr 2015

Mag 2015

Giu 2015

Lug 2015

Ago 2015

Set 2015

Nov 2015

Cover Comfort Me Release Date

Hyperbole Release Date

The Boss Release Date

Dots Release Date

Heritage Release Date

Libro/E-book

Patterns + Happy Release Date

Gratitude + Love Release Date

Houndog Release Date

A Good Day to Die Release Date 

TIMELINE
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PHYSICAL DISTRIBUTION

A Path Made by Walking is going to be printed in CD and Vynil and will be available

at concerts and on BUM! Official Website from January 2015.
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MERCHANDISE

 

In June 2015, when the path will be at its halfway, a book/ebook containing  the song’s lyrics,

the album’s drawings and Livia’s descriptions, will be available on the most important web channels,

on BUM! Official Website and at concerts. In November 2015 a book/e-book will be published

containing a reportage of the past year made of pictures and backstage materials.

Also, T-shirts with prints of the album’s artworks will be produced. The official T-Shirt will have the

album’s cover on it, whereas the limited editions will be printed with the graphic of the single songs.
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COMMUNICATION

According to the concept of the delayed release of the tracks, the communication campaign

will be able to focus on each song with the same care and attention, as if they all were singles.

All the graphic communication will be gathered from the artworks exploiting the specifically

designed images made for each song and always giving new visual impressions,

recognizable and in line with the other releases.

The press office will also take care of all the live activity related to the project.

All this, together with the creation of a Fanclub in November 2014 will create a rich and continuous

network allowing communication and sharing of the contents through all the channels.
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LIVE

Livia Ferri is an excellent live performer.

The entire production and the arrangements have been designed in order to have a stronger

and emotional impact during the live sessions.

The shows are proposed in two different modes:

� �� $FRXVWLF�/LYH�ZLWK�OHDGLQJ�YRLFH�DQG�JXLWDU
� �� (OHFWURDFRXVWLF�WULR�TXDUWHW
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ORGANIZATION CHART

Label: BUM! e M.I.L.K.

Management: M.I.L.K.

Production: BUM! e M.I.L.K.

Art Direction e Concept: Livia Ferri, BUM! e M.I.L.K.

Music and Lyrics: Livia Ferri 

Artistic Production: Livia Ferri, BUM! e M.I.L.K.

Artistic Co-Production: Alessandro De Berti

Arrangements: Livia Ferri e Alessandro De Berti

Artwork: Martha Ter Horst

Communication and Press Office: Sfera Cubica
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CONTACTS

Official site: www.liviaferri.org

Facebook: facebook.com/liviaferriandband

YouTube: youtube.com/user/BlackBackCalico

BUM! Label: www.bumidea.org

Twitter: twitter.com/livia_ferri


